
C A S E  S T U D Y



Can we introduce a modern solution for car 
buying to an audience who is suspicious of the 

entire industry and its methods?



Services
Brand Strategy / Product Development / Commercials / Web Video / Virtual Reality / Billboards 

User Experience / Social Media / Loyalty Program / Influencer Marketing / Pop-Up Stores

The automotive market is annoyingly archaic and ripe for opportunity. The 
biggest player in the pre-owned vehicle space only has 2% marketshare. 

We helped Vroom, a tech/auto startup, move over a billion dollars in 
inventory in 2016 by turning a tired, frustrating process on its head.



Our prime directive was to inform the 99% of consumers unaware of the 
fact you can buy a car online safely and effectively, sight unseen.

So what visual would tell such a complex story with impact?

Yes, you CAN buy a car online.



Meet the mobile showroom.



A moving billboard that demonstrates the showroom can come to you, it’s also 
an amazing delivery experience for customers they’ll share enthusiastically. 



As we created a solution to tell the story offline, 
we also worked with the product team to 

streamline the messaging and the process online.  

Find car. Add to cart. Free delivery.



User experience designed to answer the four main questions any car buyer has.  
Which car is right for me? Can I afford it? Where should I buy it? Am I getting a good deal?



Mobile optimized, SEO optimized and designed to connect buyers directly to a real person for maximum conversion. 
Even though the transaction happens online, trust is earned when you have a knowledgeable person available 24/7.



Now that the brand had a unified voice and a 
streamlined, consistent customer journey, we launched 

a campaign across television, web, OOH and even 
some experimental marketing including a virtual 

reality experience and pop-up locations. 

Taking the story national.



We used notable actors (John Leguizamo and Rachel Dratch), not as spokespeople,  
but as characters we could drop into different situations. 



By alternating a storied commercial with an intended viral 
effect (Spot A), verses a funny, yet slightly more conventional 

ad (Spot B), we draw consumers into our brand with a balance 
of engaging storytelling and value propositions. 

We believe our consumer/audience will come to love watching 
a Vroom commercial, and will anticipate the next one. 



“OSTRICH & YAK”  https://vimeo.com/174550378                                                      “MEDITATION” https://vimeo.com/174550379



We created a 2-phase billboard campaign. The first was for 
general brand awareness, designed to spark the idea that you 
can buy a car online. Then we created a campaign to connect 
to the television ads, with the consistent message that buying a 

car online is not only possible, it’s easy, smart and even fun.





As alternates to the main message 
we created some imaginative ways a 
consumer could connect to the idea 
of buying a car online.

We also went to each market to 
determine optimum placement 
based on traffic patterns and 
proximity to traditional dealerships.







We created a loyalty program that 
generated $1M in business within its 
first month of activation.

We designed the showroom of the 
future in virtual reality and showed 
it off at pop up locations as a brand 
awareness campaign.



Results

3x15x
Average increase across markets in web 

traffic and all down funnel metrics.
The response rate of these particular ads 
were on average 3X higher than that of 

competitors and similar disruptor brands.

“Unaided brand awareness went from near zero to double digits in the first 6 weeks alone.” 

CMO

Editor’s Pick 

ADWEEK

In just 3 weeks we surpassed all expectations.
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